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Encourage Traffic Offenders to Pay 

their Fines on Time
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You are being offered an opportunity to have the 
offence (s) compounded for $500…

See overleaf for payment details..

Please note that if we do not receive your payment by 
19 Nov 2014, a Notice to Attend Court may be issued 
to you in due course.

Existing Notice of  Traffic Offence

(control)
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Insights from eye-tracking research in the UK

1. Focus on headings, boxes, and images

• Detailed text is often ignored

2. Front pages receive 2.5x more attention

3. Actions required are more obvious if

• Right of the page

• Above or in line with the headline

• In a different colour

4. Research done on use of colours

• Bright red or blue more believable compared to 

green, yellow, pale blue



1. Simplify language and mode of payment

2. Highlight the impact of offence

3. Use firm tone to induce compliance

4. Reducing ambiguity of consequences

5. Addressing common queries upfront

6. Messaging targeted at those with previous warnings
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Principles which worked from previous trials, and insights from Traffic Police 
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A serious traffic offence(s) has been committed. It could 
have resulted in injury or death.

Please pay $500 by [date]. If the fine is not paid you will 
have to go to court and pay a higher fine.

Pay now at www.police.gov.sg/pay

Revised Notice of  Traffic Offence

(treatment)



1. Speeding and red-running offenders randomly allocated to 

receive the control or treatment summons letter

2. Those who did not respond would be sent a reminder letter 

in the same version

3. 36,115 letters were sent during the trial
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Randomised Controlled Trial (Aug – Dec 2016)

N

Red-running 16,623

Speeding 19,492

Total 36,115
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Impact of trial on payment rate

82.9% 82.3%

98.2% 97.5%

85.7% 86.3%

98.8% 98.4%

Red-running Speeding Red-running Speeding

Control Treatment

Payment by

1st deadline in letter

Payment by

2nd deadline in reminder letter

*** ***

*** p < .001

*** ***
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Impact of trial on payment rate

82.9% 82.3%

98.2% 97.5%

85.7% 86.3%

98.8% 98.4%

Red-running Speeding Red-running Speeding

Control Treatment

Payment by

1st deadline in letter

Payment by

2nd deadline in reminder letter

*** ***

*** p < .001

*** ***

3,600 more 

offenders paying 

their fines in a year

$110,000 more in 

fine payments
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Impact of trial on appeal rate

19.6%

12.2%

22.1%

13.9%

17.5%

9.7%

19.6%

11.1%

Red-running Speeding Red-running Speeding

Control Treatment

Appeal by

1st deadline in letter

Appeal by

2nd deadline in reminder letter

*** p < .001

*** ***

*** ***
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Impact of trial on appeal rate

19.6%

12.2%

22.1%

13.9%

17.5%

9.7%

19.6%

11.1%

Red-running Speeding Red-running Speeding

Control Treatment

Appeal by

1st deadline in letter

Appeal by

2nd deadline in reminder letter

*** p < .001

*** ***

*** ***

2,300 less appeals 

in a year

Savings of  95 

man-days for 

Traffic Police



Less offenders had to appear in court or were 

issued the warrant of arrest

Offenders with previous warnings were less likely to 

pay their fines as compared to offenders without 

previous warnings. However, those who got the 

treatment letter were much more likely to pay
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Other notable findings from the trial

“You have been previously warned in lieu of prosecution.

It is therefore not possible to give a further waiver of the 

fine.”



Increase Compliance to Aftercare 

Supervision Conditions
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Nudges

1. Messenger effect

• Joint briefings with CNB

• CNB officers emphasised that supervisees can be charged under 

CNB’s Supervision Order if they do not comply to the conditions

2. Loss frame message to nudge compliance

“Supervisees will be tagged for 3 months and 5 months for first timer and 

second timer respectively.. 

“However, if you do not comply with the curfew hours, counselling and 

stay contactable, we will increase your tagging duration to up to 6 

or 9 months. CNB may also increase the frequency of urine 

reporting.”
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Nudges

3. Personalised

leaflet given 

on day of release
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Thank you! 

Sabrina_ng@mha.gov.sg


